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Abstract. Model-driven development (MDD) has become a promising trend in
software engineering. The model-driven development of highly complex soft-
ware systems may lead to large models which deserve a modularization concept
to enable their structured development in larger teams. Graphs are a natural way
to represent the underlying structure of visual models. Typed graphs with inheri-
tance and containment are well suited to describe the essentials of models based
on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). EMF models already support the
physical distribution of model parts. Based on the concept of distributed graphs,
we propose typed composite graphs with inheritance and containment to specify
logical distribution structures of EMF models. The category-theoretical founda-
tion of this kind of composite graphs forms a solid basis for the precise definition
of typed composite graph transformations obeying inheritance and containment
conditions.

1 Introduction

Software engineers have to cope with a continuously increasing complexity in software
development. A promising paradigm addressing this issue is model-driven software de-
velopment. Here, the main artifacts are models being ideal means to master complexity
by abstraction. All implementation details are added by a code generator which is a
highly reused part of a model-driven infrastructure. Models enable a developer to focus
on application-specific aspects of a software system.

Considering traditional software development, it is common practice to work in dis-
tributed development teams. The question arises how model-driven development can be
performed by several distributed teams. An obvious idea is to set up a central reposi-
tory for models which can be used by all teams. Central repositories support a physi-
cal distribution of models, while still dealing with logically undistributed models. This
concept may not fit in every case of distributed development e.g. consider Open Source
Development with distributed developer teams working in independent projects.

In [1] we propose a component concept for models based on the category of graphs
and graph morphisms which allows the logical distribution of models. A composite
graph is built up from graph parts inter-operating directly or via interfaces. An elabo-
rated component concept consists of components where each one is equipped with an
arbitrary number of export and import interfaces. Export interfaces specify model parts
that are provided to the environment while import interfaces specify model parts being



required. The explicit declaration of interfaces allows for an independent definition of
component models such that they can be connected later.

In the modeling community, the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [2, 3] has
evolved to a well-known and widely used technology. EMF provides modeling and
code generation capabilities based on so-called structural data models. As they describe
structural aspects only, they are mainly used to specify domain-specific languages. EMF
complies with Essential MOF (EMOF) as part of OMG’s Meta Object Facility (MOF)
2.0 specification [4]. In EMF models, the containment concept plays an important role
as it describes an ownership relation aiming at acyclic containment structures in in-
stance models. Consequently, objects must belong to at most one container and cyclic
containment is forbidden.

EMF supports a concept for physical model distribution. Each model element can
refer directly to elements contained in remote resources, i.e. stored elsewhere. This con-
cept is fine as long as a logically undistributed model is expected. The consequence is
that each element can be referred to in an unstructured manner which is not always
desired. Consider for example the development of two management tools. One is con-
cerned with the management of departments in a company while the other is a typical
project management tool. Assume that both tools should be developed independently
of each other in a model-based or model-driven manner. The interaction of both devel-
opments shall be made explicit by import and export interfaces. For example, an inte-
grating tool suite should offer the possibility to exchange information about employees
working in projects.

In this paper, we consider typed graphs with node inheritance and containment
edges as formal basis for EMF models. Needless to say that object nodes can be at-
tributed. For the component concept presented later, attributes play a minor role and
are not further considered. However, attributes can be formalized by attributed graphs
as done in e.g. [5]. To summarize, we build up on the formalization approach for EMF
models by Biermann et al. in [6] and extend it to partial graph morphisms and later
towards a component concept for typed graphs with inheritance and containment, tak-
ing composite models presented in [1] into account. Component types can be used to
identify a class of similar component instances. Import and export interfaces may have
simpler inheritance structures and need not show the complete containment structures
of their component bodies. Moreover, import interfaces may be served partially only by
connected export interfaces. In this case, a sort of component inconsistency is exposed.

This paper is structured as follows: In Sec. 2 we consider typed graphs with inheri-
tance and containment structures. All concepts are illustrated by a running example. In
Sec. 3, we present a component concept for this kind of graphs leading to composite
typed graphs with inheritance and containment structures. In Section 4, we sketch how
far the results presented can be used to define composite transformations. Finally, we
discuss related work (cf. Sec. 5) and conclude our work (cf. Sec. 6).



2 Typed Graphs with Inheritance and Containment Structures

In this section, we formally define typed graphs with inheritance and containment. For
convenience, definitions are illustrated and explained by a running example containing
models for a department management and project management component.

Graphs are a natural means to represent the underlying structure of visual models.
They may be extended by attributes as e.g. presented by Ehrig et. al. in [5].

Definition 1 (Graph). A graph G = (GN , GE , sG, tG) consists of a set GN of nodes,
a set GE of edges, as well as source and target functions sG, tG : GE → GN . In the
following we call G simple graph.

Definition 2 (Partial Graph Morphism). Given two graphs G and H , a pair of partial
functions (fN , fE) with fN : GN → HN and fE : GE → HE forms a partial
graph morphism f : G → H , shortly graph morphism or morphism, if the following
properties hold:

1. If fE is defined for e ∈ GE , fN is defined for sG(e) and tG(e),
2. fN ◦ sG = sH ◦ fE and
3. fN ◦ tG = tH ◦ fE .

If fN and fE are total, f is called total graph morphism.
If both fN and fE are inclusions, f is called graph inclusion written G ⊆ H .
dom(f) is the domain of f , i.e. the subset of G where f is defined.

Definition 3 (Relational Operators on Morphisms). Given two partial graph mor-
phisms f, g : G→ H , the following operators can be defined:

1. f ≤ g : ∀x ∈ dom(f) : f(x) = g(x)
2. f = g : f ≤ g ∧ g ≤ f

Graphs can be extended by inheritance and containment. Definition 4 below revises
corresponding definitions in [6]. In the following Def. a revised definition is presented.
The semantics of inheritance follows that in object-oriented programming languages i.e.
features of parents are inherited by their children. Note that edges are the only features
to inherit once we neglect attributes. An important constraint with regard to inheritance
is that inheritance cycles are forbidden.

In our formalization we extend a simple graph with an inheritance graph, a set of
abstract nodes and a set of containment edges. Furthermore, we define relations clan and
contains. The former identifies all clan members of a given parent node i.e. children,
grandchildren, etc. Note that the given node is part of its clan as well. We also show
how simple graphs can be lifted to equivalent graphs with trivial inheritance. Relation
contains identifies nodes which are connected by edges with containment property. This
relation respects inherited containment and is transitively defined. In EMF it is a desired
property for models that at least all non-abstract nodes are transitively contained in one
root node. At the instance level, this enables the creation of a tree structure which can
be persisted conveniently. Accordingly we define a property rooted. Further conceivable
extensions as multiplicities and additional constraints are left out in order to concentrate
on structural aspects.



Definition 4 (Graph with Inheritance and Containment).
A tuple G = (T, I, A,C), called graph with inheritance and containment or short

IC-graph, consists of a graph T = (N,E, s, t), a graph I , called inheritance graph,
with IN = N and IE ∩ E = ∅, a set A ⊆ N of abstract nodes and a set C ⊆ E of
containment edges. In addition, we require:

– For each node n ∈ IN the inheritance clan is defined by clanG(n) = {n′ ∈ IN | ∃
path e1, ..., ei ∈ IE with i > 1 such that sI(e1) = n′ and sI(ek) = tI(ek−1) with
1 < k ≤ i and tI(ei) = n}∪{n′ ∈ IN | ∃e ∈ IE : sI(e) = n′∧tI(e) = n}∪{n},

– ∀n,m ∈ IN : n ∈ clanG(m) ∧m ∈ clanG(n)⇒ n = m (no inheritance cycles).

Furthermore the following is defined:

– clanG(M) =
⋃

n∈M clanG(n).
– containsG defines a containment relation corresponding to C:
contains′G = {(n,m) ∈ N × N | ∃c ∈ C ∧ x, y ∈ N : sT (c) = x with n ∈
clanG(x) ∧ tT (c) = y with m ∈ clanG(y)}.
containsG is the transitive closure of contains′G.

– Graph G is called rooted, if there is one non-abstract node r ∈ N −A, called root
node, which contains all other non-abstract nodes transitively: ∀n ∈ N−A−{r} :
(r, n) ∈ containsG.

– For each simple graph K a straight inheritance extension with containment is de-
fined as IC-graph KC = (K, I, ∅, ∅) with IE = ∅.

Tuple elements T , I , A and C of graph G can also be referred to by T (G), I(G), A(G)
and C(G) respectively.

Example 1. Figure 1 shows two IC-graphs each representing a software component. A
containment relation is illustrated with a diamond at the container’s side. Inheritance
is visualized by a triangle at the parent’s side. Both are UML compliant visualizations.
Note that in this example attributes are shown just to motivate the setting. They are
not part of the formalization given in this paper. Note furthermore, in terms of our
formalization, source nodes of edges in set C are considered being the container of
nodes on the opposite. In set I , a source node is interpreted as child while a target node
is considered as parent.

Fig. 1. IC-graphs modeling department management (left) and project management (right).



On the left-hand side, a department management component is depicted which con-
sists of a named Department being constituted by a number of Employees and
Managers while a manager as specialized employee can supervise other employees.
Managers and employees have a full name due to their abstract parent Person. An
employee is additionally equipped with a personal number. Furthermore, departments
may have sub-departments. The resulting IC-graph is rooted since node Department
can be considered as non-abstract root containing all remaining (at least non-abstract)
nodes. Node Manager is contained indirectly due to its parent-child relation with
Employee.

The illustration on the right-hand side depicts a project management component for
companies. A named Project may refer to related projects as well as child projects.
Projects are implemented by employees of a company (EmployedMembers) and
Freelancers. Both nodes derive from abstract parent AMember which provides a
number of useful attributes e.g. first name, last name and project role. Moreover, a free-
lancer has a salary attribute. The project management component is a rooted IC-graph
as well, with Project considered as root.

To allow interrelated IC-graphs we define IC-graph morphisms below. They come
with three essential constraints which preserve structural equivalence. However, they
provide a much more flexible mapping than ordinary graph morphisms. Constraint (1)
allows a source (target) node to be mapped either to the source (target) of the mapped
edge directly or alternatively, to one of its children. Constraint (2) ensures that clans are
mapped to correspondent clans. The length of inheritance paths does not matter. The
preservation of containment properties is guaranteed by constraint (3).

Definition 5 (Graph Morphism with Inheritance and Containment). Given two IC-
graphs G and H , a morphism f : G → H , called graph morphism with inheritance
and containment, shortly IC-graph morphism or IC-morphism, is defined over graph
morphism fT : T (G)→ T (H). The mapping between sets A(G) and A(H) is induced
by fT,N . The node mapping between I(G)N and I(H)N is induced by fT,N as well
such that edges of I(G)E may be mapped to paths in I(H)E . Mappings between sets
C(G) and C(H) are induced by fE . Consequently, from now on we use f as abbrevia-
tion of fT , i.e. fE and fN relate to mapped edges and nodes instead of fT,E and fT,N .
Additionally, we require the following to hold:

1. fN ◦ sT (G) ⊆ clanI(H)

(
sT (H) ◦ fE

)
and

fN◦tT (G) ⊆ clanI(H)

(
tT (H) ◦ fE

)
(clan-compatible source and target mappings)

2. fN
(
clanI(G)

)
⊆ clanI(H) (fN ) (clan-compatible node mapping)

3. fE(C(G)) ⊆ C(H) (containment-compatible edge mapping)

Proposition 1. Given IC-graphs G, H and K as well as IC-morphisms f : G → H
and g : H → K, then g ◦ f : G→ K is an IC-graph morphism, too.

Proof idea. A general composition of morphisms is constructed and each property
is checked, i.e. compatibility of edge mappings with source, target and node mappings,
as well as preservation of the containment property of edges (see [7] for the complete
proof).



Proposition 2. IC-graphs and IC-graph morphisms form a category, called ICGRAPH.
Proof idea. Identity morphism and composition of morphisms are shown (see [7]

for the complete proof).

Special IC-graph morphisms are used for typing of IC-graphs. A typing IC-graph
morphism runs from an instance IC-graph, a simple graph with straight inheritance ex-
tension and induced containment edges, to its type IC-graph having a proper inheritance
structure and an identified set of containment edges. Furthermore, instance nodes must
have at most one container and cyclic containment is invalid. If the type graph is rooted,
these constraints induce a tree structure. A corresponding definition is given in [6] and
revised in Def. 6 below.

Definition 6 (Typed IC-Graph, Type IC-Graph and Typing IC-Graph Morphism).
Given a simple graph G = (N,E, s, t) with straight inheritance extension and con-

tainment GC ′ and IC-graph TGC. IC-graph GC = (G, I(GC ′), A(GC ′), C), called
typed IC-graph or instance IC-graph, is defined along total IC-morphism typeGC :
GC → TGC, called typing IC-morphism, with:

1. C = {e ∈ E| typeGC(e) ∈ C(TGC)} i.e. C is induced by the typing morphism,
2. e1, e2 ∈ C : tG(e1) = tG(e2)⇒ e1 = e2 (at most one container), and
3. (x, x) /∈ containsGC for all x ∈ N (no containment cycles).

This morphism is called concrete typing IC-morphism, if all nodes in GN are typed
over concrete types i.e. ∀n ∈ GN : typeGC(n) /∈ A(TGC).

Remark 1. Please note that typing IC-morphisms are IC-morphisms in the sense of
Def. 5. While constraints 5.1 and 5.2 are obviously satisfied, constraint 5.3 holds as
C(GC) is compatibly induced by the typing morphism.

Definition 7 (Typed IC-Morphism). Considering IC-graphs and IC-morphisms only:
Given graph G typed over graph TG by typing morphism typeG, and graph H typed
over graph TH by typing morphism typeH . Furthermore, morphism g : TG→ TH is
given. An IC-morphism f : G → H , called typed IC-morphism, is typed over g if the
following holds: typeH ◦ f ≤ g ◦ typeG (cf. Fig. 2).

TG
g
o // TH

G
f
o //

typeG

OO

H

typeH

OO

Fig. 2. Typed IC-graph morphism.



Example 2. Figure 3 shows two instance IC-graphs typed over two type IC-graphs in
analogy to the schema in Fig. 2.

In detail, two different department management component type graphs are shown
at the top of Fig. 3 which are mapped by an IC-graph morphism denoted by dot-
ted arrows. Department is mapped straightforward to Department. Furthermore,
Employee and Manager on the left-hand side are both mapped to Employee on
the right-hand side which is a valid clan-compatible node mapping. The containment
edge employees between Department and Employee is mapped to a contain-
ment edge persons between Department and Person nodes. This is a valid
IC-mapping, since the sources of both mapped edges are directly mapped. The target
Employee is mapped to a child of Person which complies to the clan-compatible
edge mapping constraint. Please note that this morphism is non-total.

Fig. 3. Example for typed IC-graphs and a typed IC-graph morphism.

For each type graph, an instance graph is shown in the lower part of Fig. 3. Small cir-
cles at edges denote containments at the instance level1 and are located at the container’s
side equivalent to the diamonds on type level. To enable proper differentiation each in-
stance node is equipped with a name and its type e.g. Diane : Manager. Corre-
sponding to the given type, there exists a mapping to its type node. Please note that the
types of instance edges are not explicitly shown but can be uniquely deduced from their
contexts. Edge mappings are also not shown, since they can be uniquely determined,
following Def. 5. On the upper left e.g., the edge between SoftwareEngineering
: Department and Diane : Manager is mapped to edge type employees
which runs between types Department and Employee. Since Manager is a child

1 At instance level there is no UML compliant and distinguishable visualization for instance
edges typed over compositions/aggregations or ordinary associations.



of Employee, this mapping is valid. Similarly, instances of edge manages are mapped
validly, since the types of targeted instances :Employee and :Assistant are in the
clan of type Employee. It can be argued analogously for the right-hand instance and
type graphs.

It is obvious that the typed morphism between both instances in Fig. 3 is truly par-
tial as the Assistant node and the manages edge are not mapped. The type graph
morphism is partial as well, because node type Assistant and edge type manages
are not mapped. Managers and employees are both mapped to employee instances anal-
ogously to the type level mapping. Since instance IC-graphs are straight inheritance
extensions of simple graphs i.e. they have a trivial inheritance structure only and their
containments are induced by the typing, mappings between instance graphs correspond
to ordinary graph morphisms. However, according to Def. 7, a typed IC-morphism has
to be typed over the morphism between related type graphs such that Fig. 2 commutes.

3 Composite IC-Graphs

In this section, we recall and adapt the concept of composite graphs and its formal-
ization which has been introduced in [1]. Mainly, such graphs are considered on the
network layer and object layer. The former describes the overall distribution structure,
the latter describes the structure of each local graph. This approach is very general and
can be used to formalize different kinds of model compositions.

Here we concentrate on composite graphs with explicit export and import interfaces.
Such a composite graph is constituted by a set of components2 each consisting of a
body graph, and a set of interface graphs, namely export and import graphs. While
export interfaces contain graph elements that are provided to the environment, import
interfaces specify required elements. Interface graph elements refer to elements of their
component’s body, thus there is a total morphisms from each interface graph to its body
graph. In order to connect components, each import graph has to be connected to an
export graph. This connection is realized by partial graph morphisms where a non-
total, i.e. proper partial morphism, describes an import which is not fully served by the
export connected. Such a case may be interpreted as some sort of inconsistency of a
composite graph.

Composite graphs with explicit interfaces offer several advantages. On the one
hand, syntactical compatibility between components is ensured by compatible inter-
faces, while on the other hand information hiding is realized by export interfaces which
expose a subset of body graph elements only. Moreover, explicit declaration of inter-
faces in advance allows for independent development of graphs components to be con-
nected later, if their corresponding interfaces fit together. We consider composite net-
work graphs and composite instance graphs laying a basis for the subsequent definition
of typed composite graphs. The composite graph concepts as presented in [1] are ex-
tended by node type inheritance and containment edges to provide a formal basis for
composite EMF models.

2 We omit a formal definition of component as its boundaries are each given by a body and its
interfaces implicitly.



In the following, we define typed composite IC-graphs with explicit interfaces con-
sisting of interconnected components. First of all, a definition of composite network
graphs is given (cf. [1]). Thereafter, IC-graph specific definitions follow.

Definition 8 (Composite Network Graph). A composite network graph is a graph
G = (N,E, s, t) with the following structure: Let GN consist of disjoint sets of body
nodes, export nodes, and import nodes: GN = GBod ]GExp ]GImp and GE consists
of disjoint sets of edges: GE = GEB]GIB]GIE . An element of GN is called network
node, while an element of GE is called network edge. Then, the following conditions
have to be satisfied:

– Body nodes are not source of any network edge in GE: ∀e ∈ GE : @n ∈ GBod

with sG(e) = n.
– Each export node is source of exactly one network edge with its target being a body

node: ∀n ∈ GExp : ∃e ∈ GE with sG(e) = n∧ tG(e) ∈ GBod and ∀e1, e2 ∈ GE :
sG(e1) ∈ GExp ∧ sG(e2) ∈ GExp ∧ sG(e1) = sG(e2)⇒ e1 = e2.
The set of edges from export nodes to body nodes is defined as GEB = {e ∈ GE |
sG(e) ∈ GExp ∧ tG(e) ∈ GBod}.

– Each import node is source of exactly one network edge with its target being a body
node: ∀n ∈ GImp : ∃e ∈ GE with sG(e) = n∧ tG(e) ∈ GBod and ∀e1, e2 ∈ GE :
sG(e1) ∈ GImp ∧ sG(e2) ∈ GImp ∧ sG(e1) = sG(e2)⇒ e1 = e2.
The set of edges from import nodes to body nodes is defined as GIB = {e ∈ GE |
sG(e) ∈ GImp ∧ tG(e) ∈ GBod}.
In addition, each import node is source of exactly one network edge targeting an
export node: ∀n ∈ GImp : ∃e ∈ GE with sG(e) = n ∧ tG(e) ∈ GExp and
∀e1, e2 ∈ GE : sG(e1) ∈ GImp∧sG(e2) ∈ GImp∧sG(e1) = sG(e2)⇒ e1 = e2.
The set of edges from import nodes to export nodes is defined as GIE = {e ∈ GE |
sG(e) ∈ GImp ∧ tG(e) ∈ GExp}. Please note, that export nodes can be referred
to by an arbitrary number of import nodes.

Example 3. An example composite network graph is shown in Fig. 4. Rounded rect-
angles represent network nodes with meaningful letters (B: Body, E:Export, I:Import)
and arrows represent network edges. Dashed edges illustrate network edges between
bodies and their interfaces, dotted edges occur between interfaces. Surrounding circles
group nodes of the same component for clarity. The component on the left-hand side
consists of a body node and three export interface nodes while the component on the
opposite side consists of one export node and two import nodes. As shown within the
component on the right-hand side of Fig. 4, relations between interfaces may not only
occur between different components but between the same as well. In the following, we
will see that this makes sense for type graphs only.

Definition 9 (Composite IC-Graph). Given a composite network graph G, a compos-
ite IC-graph Ĝ over G is defined as Ĝ = (G,G(G),M(G)) with

– G(G) being a set of IC-graphs (cf. Def. 4) with each graph refining a network node
in GN : G(G) = {Ĝ(n)|Ĝ(n) is an IC-graph and n ∈ GN},
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Fig. 4. Composite network graph.

– M(G) being a set of IC-graph morphisms (cf. Def. 5), each refining a network
edge in GE:M(G) = {Ĝ(e) : Ĝ(i) → Ĝ(j)|Ĝ(e) is an IC-graph morphism and
e ∈ GE with s(e) = i and t(e) = j},

– ∀e ∈ GEB ∪GIB : Ĝ(e) is total, and
– ∀n ∈ GBod : Ĝ(n) is rooted.

Please note, that we allow all refinements of network edges between import and
export interfaces to be partial morphisms. If these morphisms are really partial, i.e. not
total, they may indicate some sort of inconsistency of components with each other, e.g.
an import interface is not fully served by an export interface.

Example 4. According to the network graph in Fig. 4, a composite IC-graph is shown
in Fig. 5. Each refined network node is equipped with a meaningful name in the upper
left corner. The department management component (Dep) is shown on the left while
the project management component (Prj) is shown on the right. Body graphs, DepBody
and PrjBody, are depicted on the top of Fig. 5 and interfaces are arranged below. Again,
dashed arrows illustrate mappings between interfaces and their bodies while dotted ar-
rows are mappings between interfaces.

Fig. 5. Composite IC-graph over the network graph in Fig. 4.

This scenario describes how two software components may be connected. On the
one hand, there is a department software component providing interfaces to gather in-



formations about published department structures, employed persons and assignments
of persons to certain departments. On the other hand, a project software component
may reveal its project structure and even may require other projects to be associated at
the same time. Furthermore, it may depend on (exported) employees of a department to
work within a project.

As required, each body graph is rooted. Interface graphs do not have to be rooted
as they provide only elements from their corresponding rooted body graphs e.g. export
DepExport3 provides no root. Furthermore, interfaces do not need to be mapped into
their corresponding body graph in one-to-one manner e.g. export graph DepExport2
provides a structure which is different to the corresponding part in its body. This ex-
port graph is valid though since containment edge managers could be easily mapped
to body containment edge employees. This technique allows to hide structural de-
pendencies and complexity by providing simple and convenient interfaces at the same
time. Both components are connected by import PrjImport2 and export DepExport2.
Moreover, the project management component is connected with itself by PrjExport
and PrjImport1. The impact of both connections is examined in detail in Example 5.

Definition 10 (Composite IC-Graph Morphism). Given two composite graphs Ĝ and
Ĥ with network graphs G and H , a composite IC-graph morphism, short composite
IC-morphism, written f̂ : Ĝ→ Ĥ , is a pair f̂ = (f,m) where:

– f : G→ H is a total graph morphism and
– m is a family of IC-morphisms (cf. Def. 5) {f̂(n) | n ∈ GN} such that:
• for all nodes i in GN : f̂N (i) : Ĝ(i)→ Ĥ(fN (i)) is an IC-morphism and
• for all edges e : i→ j in GE we have Ĥ(fE(e)) ◦ f̂N (i) ≤ f̂N (j) ◦ Ĝ(e) (see

the illustration in Fig. 6).

If f and f̂(i) for all i ∈ GN are total graph morphisms, f̂ is also called total.

i

e

��

Ĝ(i)
f̂N (i)

o //

Ĝ(e) o

��

Ĥ(fN (i))

Ĥ(fE(e))o

��
j Ĝ(j)

f̂N (j)
o // Ĥ(fN (j))

Fig. 6. Illustration of composite IC-graph morphisms.

Definition 11 (Typed Composite Graph with Inheritance and Containment). A com-
posite IC-graph Ĝ(G) with network graph G is typed over composite IC-graph ˆTG(TG)
with network graph TG, if there is a composite IC-graph morphism ˆctype : Ĝ → ˆTG,
called composite typing IC-morphism which is a pair ˆctype = (ctype,m) where:

– ctype : G → TG is a total graph morphism mapping body, export, and import
nodes accordingly to each other:



• ctype(GBod) ⊆ TGBod,
• ctype(GExp) ⊆ TGExp,
• ctype(GImp) ⊆ TGImp, and

– m is a family of typing IC-morphisms (cf. Def. 6) { ˆctype(n) | n ∈ GN}.

Example 5. Considering Fig. 5 as composite type graph, Fig. 7 shows a valid exam-
ple typed composite IC-graph. Each graph is equipped again with a meaningful name
according to its typing body or interface graph. On the left, a department management
component instance is given with one body and two export interfaces. Each interface is
typed over a different export type graph. On the right, two project management compo-
nent instances are given. In order to distinguish both, suffixes “.1” and “.2” are added
to related component parts. Mappings between edges are neglected again.

Export DepExport2 shows that managers, employees, and departments can be ex-
ported. Furthermore, it shows that they do not have to be exported, since some instances
are missing. Moreover, although Martin is contained in a department (see DepBody),
this detail does not have to be exported either as shown. In export DepExport1, the de-
partment structure is exposed. Again, departments can be exported but do not have to.
On the right-hand side, import PrjImport2.1 shows a morphism to export DepExport2.
However, this morphism is partial, since one EmployedMember instance in import
interface PrjImport2.1 is not served by an appropriate exported instance node. This can
be interpreted as inconsistency between components. Furthermore, consider import and
export graphs PrjImport1.1 and PrjExport.2. They illustrate how component instances
which are typed over the same component type can relate to each other. Please note the
related mapping on type level in the bottom right of Fig. 5 between interfaces of the
same component.

Fig. 7. Typed composite IC-graph



Proposition 3. Composite IC-graphs and composite IC-graph morphisms form a cate-
gory, called COMPICGRAPH.

Proof idea. Based on distributed structures presented in [8], we define COMPIC-
GRAPH as category of distributed structures and morphisms over category ICGRAPH
(see [7] for the complete proof).

As natural extension of typed composite IC-graphs, we consider typed composite
IC-graph morphisms.

Definition 12 (Typed Composite IC-Graph Morphism). Given two composite IC-
graphs Ĝ and Ĥ typed over a third composite IC-graph ˆTG by ˆctypeG and ˆctypeH .
A typed composite IC-graph morphism is a composite IC-graph morphism f̂ : Ĝ → Ĥ
such that ˆctypeH ◦ f̂ = ˆctypeG.

Note that COMPTICGRAPH, the category of typed composite IC-graphs and mor-
phisms is defined as slice category (COMPICGRAPH/ ˆTG).

4 Towards Transformation of Composite Graphs

After having defined the category of composite IC-graphs and morphisms on the basis
of distributed structures, we head towards composite IC-graph transformations. In [8],
distributed transformations are defined as double pushouts within the category of dis-
tributed structures. However, they are not constructed component-wise which can force
unspecified component synchronizations. In [9], additional application conditions are
required for distributed rule applications such that component-wise pushout construc-
tion is possible. However, this result is given for simple graphs only.

In [8], it is shown that category DISC of distributed structures is complete and co-
complete if the underlying category C is so. Since we know that category GRAPHP

of graphs with partial morphisms is co-complete (see [10]) and typed co-complete
categories are also co-complete (see [5]), we can follow that category TGRAPHP of
typed graphs with partial morphisms is co-complete and thus, category DISTGRAPHP

of composite typed graphs with composite morphisms is co-complete.3 However, it is
rather straight forward to see that category ICGRAPH does not have pushouts in general.
The objects of ICGRAPH are typed graphs as in TGRAPHP , but additional conditions
have to be satisfied. To understand the problem, we consider the following situation:
The containment constraint “at most one container” can easily lead to pushout objects
not fulfilling this constraint although the original graphs are IC-graphs.

Please note that we try to construct pushouts as in the underlying category and check
additional conditions afterwards. For typed graphs with inheritance we have shown that
this construction is always possible (see [5]), but not for graphs with containment struc-
tures as discussed above. An obvious solution to this problem is to restrict the kind
of double pushouts. In [6], we restrict the rules (and therefore the kind of pushouts)
to be containment-consistent and show that containment-consistent rule applications to

3 Please note that this argumentation can be easily lifted to attributed graphs.



IC-graphs lead to IC-graphs again. It is promising to lift this result to composite IC-
graph rules and their application where we have to elaborate a notion of containment-
consistency for composite graphs. In addition there may be special application condi-
tions ensuring component-wise construction of composite transformations.

Based on the classification in [1], we distinguish four kinds of composite transfor-
mations: (1) internal transformations which run in bodies only and do not change any
interface, (2) component transformations which are concerned with manipulations of
single components, i.e. body transformations with interface adaptations, (3) synchro-
nized transformations consisting of several parallel component transformations, and (4)
network reconfigurations to change the component structure together with adaptations
at already existing components. It is up to future work to define consistent compos-
ite transformations in general and to characterize these special kinds as well as their
interrelations.

5 Related Work

In the following, we compare distribution concepts for EMF models and graphs.

5.1 EMF models with remote references

EMF already offers the possibility to spread models over a number of so-called re-
sources e.g. files (compare [2]). The question is how this conventional distribution ap-
proach compares with the approach presented in this paper.

EMF models can be distributed by exploiting remote references. Such a remote ref-
erence is an ordinary association whose source is an object node in the local model
while its target is an object node in a remote model. Each object node can be referred to
by remote references. Thus no information hiding takes place here. The only restriction
is given by the typing of such a reference i.e. the referred object type is restricted but
any reference type may be utilized as remote reference. In accordance to distributed
graphs, EMF models with remote references can be considered as body graphs with
interfaces having been defined implicitly. Target nodes of remote references induce the
implicit import while all model elements are exported implicitly. The imported element
is identical to the corresponding exported element.4 Moreover, an imported model ele-
ment can be utilized to reveal connected elements of the remote model. Consequently,
several physically distributed EMF models can be considered as one single model logi-
cally.

Our approach differs from the one in [2] in a number of aspects. In particular, our
approach can be compared to component-oriented distribution of models. Possibilities
to distribute and to interconnect graphs or model graphs are predefined on the type level.
The types of components and object structures that can be exported and imported are
declared. Furthermore at the instance level, only those object nodes are visible which
are part of an export interface, and vice versa only those object nodes can be accessed

4 In fact, proxy objects represent remotely targeted nodes until they are accessed the first time.
In that case a proxy is resolved and replaced by the original node.



which are explicitly imported. This explicit structuring of model graphs is not trivial
and deserves careful considerations by the engineers. As a side effect, it deserves a
structured design process followed by the engineers. In contrast to EMF models with
remote references we consider import elements to be some kind of delegate objects.
In particular, they do not need to have the same type as the targeted one and are es-
pecially not the same objects on instance level. Rather they shall define features e.g.
containments and references (and attributes which can be added to the formal setting)
which are mapped to corresponding features of targeted elements. Accessing such an
imported feature leads to a delegation to the corresponding exported feature. Delegate
objects have further advantages: In addition to importing (or delegating) features, they
may have a number of own features. They may inherit or be inherited, they may contain
or be contained, they may define own local references, etc. As a consequence, a com-
posite graph is not considered as a single huge model but as a composition of separate
component graphs. Thus, EMF-typical constraints such as acyclic containments, do not
have to be checked on the large composed model, but can be checked on each of its
components locally.

5.2 Graph-oriented approaches

In [11], an approach to distributed graphs and graph transformations is presented which
allows the distribution of graph parts, but does not support explicit interfaces. In this
sense, the distribution concepts of that approach and of EMF models with remote refer-
ences are quite similar. In [12], Mezei et.al. present distributed model transformations
based on graph transformation concepts. Model transformations are not distributed log-
ically, but in the sense that they are performed in a distributed way in order to increase
efficiency. This means that transformations are distributed automatically. Again, inter-
faces are handled implicitly. View-oriented modeling has already been specified by dis-
tributed graph transformation in [13] using the same formal basis as composite graphs.
However, the structuring of graphs is more elaborated in this paper, since we consider
components with explicit interfaces. In [14], Heidenreich et al. propose an approach to
extend a meta-model inversely in order to compose its instance models. This merging
is done along predefined interface-like structures. In contrast, we present a component
concept for models which consist of separate components with possibly different meta-
models sharing explicitly revealed information only.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Typed graphs with inheritance and containment structures are well suited to describe
the essentials of EMF models. Building up on basic definitions in [6] we allow partial
graph morphisms and show that IC-graphs and graph morphisms form a category. Fur-
thermore, we developed a component concept based on distributed graphs as presented
in [1] and originally introduced in [9]. Using the category of IC-graphs and morphisms
as underlying category, we show that composite IC-graphs and morphisms also form
a category. As pointed out in Section 4, the presented definitions and basic results can
lead to a formal definition of consistent composite IC-graph transformations. Following



this line, we head towards a well-defined component concept for EMF models including
composite EMF model transformations.
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